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10 Myths About 401(k)s—And the Facts
401(k)s and the Financial Crisis
MYTH No. 1:
FACT:

Thanks to the financial crisis, Americans are bailing out of their 401(k) plans.
Americans are not abandoning their 401(k)s.
True, 401(k) accounts have been hard-hit by the broad economic downturn. One large
recordkeeper reports that the average balance in accounts it administers dropped 27 percent in
2008.
But these losses are not driving Americans out of their 401(k)s. ICI’s study of 22.5 million
defined-contribution (DC) accounts shows that only 3 percent of plan participants had
stopped making contributions through October 2008. Only 3.7 percent of plan participants
had taken withdrawals from their participant-directed retirement plans, including 1.2 percent
who had taken hardship withdrawals. This level of withdrawal activity is in line with past years’
experiences. Recent loan activity is also in line with historical experience: in 2008, 15 percent
of participants had outstanding loans, compared to 13 to 17 percent with loans in annual studies
since 1996. Most loans tended to be small, amounting in 2007 to 12 percent of the remaining
account balance, on average.
Retirement-saving assets are down—in all forms of accounts—because the stock market is
down, not because of any fundamental flaw in 401(k)s. In fact, thanks to diversification and
ongoing contributions, the average account fared better in 2008 than the S&P 500, which was
down 38 percent.

MYTH No. 2:
FACT:

Americans have lost confidence in the 401(k) system.
Americans of all income groups support 401(k)s.
A comprehensive survey of 3,000 American households, conducted by ICI from October to
December 2008, shows that Americans of all income groups support 401(k)s. Even among
households that don’t currently own DC plans or Individual Retirement Accounts, large
majorities support the tax incentives for these retirement savings plans. More than 80 percent
of DC-owning households agreed that the “immediate tax savings from my retirement plan are
a big incentive to contribute.” More than half of the lowest-income households—those making
less than $30,000—say they probably would not invest for retirement at all if they didn’t have a
plan at work.
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MYTH No. 3:
FACT:

401(k) savers have suffered much greater losses than other retirement investors.
There is no shelter from the market storm: All retirement plans have seen their assets
fall.
All retirement plans—DC plans, defined benefit (DB) plans, state and local government
retirement plans, and IRAs—are long-term savings vehicles and invest a large share of their
assets in equities. Thus, they all have suffered in the market turmoil. The latest data available,
from the first three quarters of 2008, show that the assets of private-sector and state and local
government DB plans were down 14 percent, and IRA assets were down 13 percent. Assets of
401(k) plans fell somewhat less, by about 11 percent, and 403(b) plan assets were down 10
percent over the first three quarters of 2008. Over the same period, the S&P 500 total return
index was down 19 percent.

401(k)s’ Role in Retirement
MYTH No. 4: Before 401(k)s, most workers had defined benefit plans offering guaranteed, risk-free
benefits.

FACT:

Defined benefit pensions never were universal or risk-free.
In 1981, before the creation of 401(k)s, not one in five retirees received any benefits from a
private-sector pension. For those who did, their median benefit was $6,000 a year in today’s
dollars. The golden age of the golden watch never existed.

MYTH No. 5:
FACT:

DB plans are fairer to workers and would protect them from the market turmoil.
Today’s lower-income workers get better coverage—and more portable benefits—
thanks to DC plans.
Today, lower-income workers are more likely to be covered by 401(k) or other DC plans than
by DB plans: 19 percent of working age households earning less than $25,000 have a DC plan,
versus only 7 percent with a DB plan. For working age households earning $25,000 to $34,999,
42 percent have DC plans, versus 17 percent with DB plans.
Although defined benefit plans will and should continue to be an important component of the
private-sector retirement plan system, they are not the answer to the insecurity created by
today’s markets. As noted, DB plan assets have fallen along with all other retirement assets.
And DB plans expose workers to other forms of risk, such as the risk that the sponsor will freeze
workers’ benefits (by freezing the plan, terminating the plan, or going out of business) or that
a worker will lose or change jobs without accruing significant DB benefits. For today’s typical
worker—who will hold seven or more jobs in his or her career—DB plans can be a poor fit.
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401(k)s and Fees
MYTH No. 6:
FACT:

Participants in 401(k) plans pay exorbitant fees, up to 5 percent of assets.
The numbers bandied about by critics of the 401(k) system vastly exaggerate the fees
that most plans charge.
In fact, the fees that employers and participants pay are very reasonable. ICI and Deloitte
Consulting LLP recently compiled a detailed survey of fees paid by 130 plans of various sizes,
and using various recordkeeping models. The survey found that the median all-in fee—covering
investment, recordkeeping, administration and plan sponsor and participant service expenses—
was 0.72 percent of total assets in 2008. In dollar terms, based on the average account size,
the median fee per participant was $346 a year. While fees vary across the market, 90 percent
of all plans surveyed had an all-in fee of 1.72 percent or less.
Half of all 401(k) assets are invested in mutual funds. ICI research shows that 401(k) investors
concentrate their assets in low-cost mutual funds. The average asset-weighted total expense
ratio incurred by 401(k) investors in stock mutual funds was 0.74 percent in 2007, substantially
less than the industry-wide asset-weighted average of 0.86 percent.

MYTH No. 7:
FACT:

The cost of 401(k)s invested in mutual funds is substantially understated because
funds don’t disclose trading costs—a hidden and excessive fee.
Funds follow SEC rules on disclosing trading costs—and fund managers have strong
legal and market incentives to minimize those costs.
All investment products—commingled trusts, separate accounts, exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), mutual funds, and others—incur both explicit and implicit costs in buying, holding, and
selling portfolio securities. Brokerage commissions are the most obvious and easily calculated
trading cost. Other trading costs—market impact costs and opportunity costs—cannot be
measured as easily or accurately.
The Investment Advisers Act of 1940 requires all mutual fund managers to seek “best
execution” of trades, a standard that requires close attention to total trading costs. Further,
trading costs directly affect a fund’s performance—the most important consideration that
most investors use to judge funds. So fund managers have strong legal and market incentives to
minimize these costs.
The SEC has examined disclosure of trading costs repeatedly and has concluded that the
portfolio turnover rate, which measures how often a fund “turns over” its securities holdings,
is the best proxy for trading costs. Recent changes to mutual fund disclosure rules make the
disclosure of portfolio turnover more prominent in fund prospectuses. Mutual funds also make
available to investors, including retirement plans, detailed information on their total brokerage
commissions and trading policies.
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ICI research shows that 401(k) investors in mutual funds tend to own funds with low turnover
rates. The asset-weighted turnover rate experienced in stock mutual funds held in 401(k)
accounts was 44 percent in 2007, compared to 51 percent for all stock funds.

MYTH No. 8: The mutual fund industry opposes disclosure of 401(k) fees.
FACT: Mutual funds have more comprehensive disclosure than any other investment option
available in 401(k) plans, and have strongly supported improved disclosure.
Under the securities laws, mutual funds must and do provide robust disclosure of fees and
other information of importance to their investors. ICI and its member funds have advocated for
better disclosure in retirement plans for more than 30 years. In 1976—at the dawn of the ERISA
era and before 401(k) plans even existed—ICI sent a letter to the Department of Labor arguing
that participants in participant-directed plans should receive “complete, up-to-date information
about plan investment options.” ICI has continued to advocate that participants in all plans
receive key information—not just on fees, but also including data on investment objectives,
risks, and historical performance—for all products offered in 401(k) plans. ICI strongly supports
the comprehensive fee disclosure agenda the Department of Labor is pursuing.

401(k)s and Smart Investing
MYTH No. 9:
FACT:

Participants should base their choices among investment options in their 401(k) plan
solely on the options’ fees.
Fees are only one factor participants should weigh in meeting their savings goals.
The most important task for a 401(k) participant is to construct a diversified account with an
asset allocation appropriate for the participant’s savings goals. Fees and expenses are only
one piece of necessary information and should always be considered along with other key
information, including investment objectives, historical performance, and risks. The lowestfee options in many plans often are those with relatively low long-term returns (for example, a
money market fund) or higher risk (such as employer stock). Most employees will fare poorly if
they invest solely in these low-fee options without regard to the risks or historical performance.
Participants must be told that fees are only one factor in making prudent investment
decisions—and must be shown the importance of other factors by presenting fees in context.
For example, any disclosure associated with employer stock also should describe the risks of
failing to diversify and concentrating retirement assets in shares of a single company (especially
when that company is also the source of an employee’s earned income).
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MYTH No. 10: 401(k) savers should only invest in index funds because they are always superior to
actively managed funds.

FACT:

Index funds are a good option—but aren’t necessarily a “one-stop” solution.
Mutual funds were the first to make index investing broadly available to individual investors
more than three decades ago, and today there are hundreds of index mutual funds available in
the market. Index funds are innovative investments that are appropriate for many investors in
many situations.
But index funds are not necessarily a “one-stop” solution for retirement investing. Index funds
vary widely in their choice of index, which leads to widely varying risks and returns. No one
index fund is right for all investors in all markets.
Index funds are hardly immune from market downturns. One of the largest indexed
investments, the Federal Thrift Savings Plan’s C Fund, which attempts to track the S&P 500
index, was down 37 percent in 2008. The TSP’s indexed I Fund, which attempts to track the
Morgan Stanley Capital International EAFE Index, was down 42 percent.
Actively managed funds, like index funds, can be excellent investments. The returns that
investors receive on either kind of fund will depend heavily on the mix of actively managed
and index funds that is considered, as well as the period over which returns are measured.
For example, ICI examined the top 10 mutual funds (in terms of 401(k) assets) in 1997, which
included some actively managed funds and some index funds. Over the 10-year period to 2007,
an investment made at year-end 1997 in those actively managed funds would have earned a
higher return (6.82 percent, net of fees) than a comparable investment made in the index funds
(5.83 percent, again net of fees).
Employers recognize the benefits of both forms of investing when they select menus of
investment options for 401(k) plans. A survey by the Profit Sharing/401k Council of America
found that 70 percent of plans offered a domestic equity index investment option in 2007.
These are decisions properly left to plan sponsors—fiduciaries who are held to ERISA’s
stringent standards.
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